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Issues to Be Discussed Regarding Aid Project

for Emergency Power Equipment

I. Responsibilities of China and South Africa

The Chinese side is responsible for providing materials,

transporting all materials to Durban Port in South Africa,

dispatching technical personnel to provide technical services,

and bearing the above expenses. The South African side is

responsible for exempting all taxes and fees for material imports,

handling access permits and standard certification procedures

for all materials, as well as their customs clearance and delivery,

domestic transportation and distribution inside South Africa,

providing necessary facilitation for Chinese technical service

personnel in South Africa and bearing the related expenses of

the above-mentioned work. The South African side is also

responsible for overdue storage fees and truck and container

detention fees caused by failure of the South African side to

timely clear customs, pick up goods, unload goods and unpack

containers, etc.

II. Type of materials to be provided

1. Power Supply Vehicle

The power supply vehicles provided in this project are right



rudder diesel vans with supply capacity of 600-800kVA. They

can be used in several areas in turn and have necessary devices

such as box, circuit breaker, isolator, protection, and connection

cables. They are mature products that can fully meet the demand

of South Africa. The recommended manufacturers of power

supply vehicles provided in this project are all first-tier Chinese

brands.

2. Gasoline generator set

The gasoline generator set is a 6KW mobile gasoline

generator set commonly used in Africa. It is easy to operate and

has a wide range of applications. When the municipal power

supply is unstable or during outage, the small gasoline generator

set can be used as a backup power supply.

3. Diesel generator set

Chinese diesel generator set products are very mature. The

sets provided in this project are 150KW ones equipped with

silent box and heat dissipation function. They can adapt to the

tropical savanna climate of South Africa and have the

characteristics of large power, convenient operation, wide range

of use.

4. Photovoltaic energy storage power supply system

As the South African requested, this project will provide



100KWh and 200KWh photovoltaic energy storage power

supply systems, ensuring electricity supply for various medical

institutions in South Africa.

III. Things to be clarified by the South African side

1. Please provide the requirements for the power supply

vehicle to be registered locally, such as emission standards, etc.

2. Please clarify whether the photovoltaic energy storage

power supply system needs to be off-grid or be switchable

between off-grid and grid-connected. If it needs to be connected

to the grid, it is necessary for the South African side to provide

technical parameters such as the capacity of the external grid

transformer in South Africa, as well as the capacity of the

transformer used by the local unit. The equipment provided in

this project will be off-grid.

3. Please describe the installation environment of the

photovoltaic energy storage power supply system, such as

ground installation, roof installation, etc.. As for the roof

installation, the information of roof form, such as flat or inclined

roof, is required to choose the appropriate installation method

and bracket according to different buildings. Given that

100KWh system covers an area of about 220m2 and weighs

about 8 tons, and the 200KWh system covers an area of about



431m2 and weighs about 12 tons, the Chinese side proposes to

install it on the ground.

4. Please provide access and certification requirements (if

necessary) for all products entering South Africa, and what

documents are required from the Chinese side? All the products

provided in the project have IEC standard certification.

5. According to the relevant regulations of China’s foreign

aid, the logo of China’s foreign aid will be used on the provided

equipment.

6. Please specify the specific person in charge or material

recipient to facilitate follow-up work.

IV. Material List












